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A Framework for IMA-based Architecture Design with
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Abstract: This paper presents a framework for designing, analyzing, and optimizing an Integrated
Modular Avionics (IMA) compliant avionics architecture with Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) as
a test case. A stepwise approach has been adopted by dividing the design process into smaller and
easier to manage modules. The proposed framework covers two major aspects of IMA that are
Real-Time Operating System (RTOS) and Communication Protocol. Design steps that include Top
Level Design and Detail Design have been further divided into subparts to handle design aspects
of IMA complaint RTOS and AFDX communication protocol separately. The proposed
framework also includes the analysis part that helps validate and optimize the subject design. The
Net2Plan-AFDX, an open-source network analysis tool has been modified and extended for
calculating and analyzing End-to-End delays, jitter, goodput, and throughput.
Keywords: IMA, UAS, RTOS, AFDX, Latency, Jitter, Goodput, Throughput, Net2Plan-AFDX.
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Introduction

IMA or IMA like architectures have been successfully implemented for larger aircraft
such as Airbus A380, Boeing 787 Dreamliner, Lockheed Martin F-22, and Lockheed
Martin F-35 [Ch94]. IMA promises to provide a safe and secure environment to
application software through logical partitioning of the operating system and hardware
resources. Moreover, IMA also optimizes the Size, Weight, and Power (SWaP) through
computational and communication resource sharing. Since smaller aerial platforms or
UASs have more rigid SWaP requirements, therefore, it would be logical to extend the
IMA concept for these platforms as well. [EAF05] proposed a distributed modular
architecture for small UAS composed of a set of computing modules communicating
through CAN bus. The proposed design is targeted for mini or micro UAS. The design is
kept modular but it uses a microcontroller as a processing unit and therefore no RTOS
was employed. [ERG05] investigated a partial IMA architecture for the Queensland
University of Technology (QUT) research UAV, based on a collection of dedicated
processors communicating through the CAN bus, RS232, and Ethernet. The proposed
design involves Linux and QNX as Operating Systems (OS). Both these OSs are not
IMA compliant and lacks partitioning. [Lo07] further investigated the flexible and lowcost solution for UAS based on middleware (MAREA) which provides an easy to use
interface for a network programmer in a Publish-Subscribe scenario using Data
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Distribution Service (DDS). The underlying protocol is based on commercial Ethernet
therefore, the proposed design does not meet the real-time constraints and lacks details
about processing nodes. [Jo12] implemented control and mission software partitioned
under Linux-based ARINC 653. However, their work does not encompass
communication architecture since everything was implemented on a single processor.
Existing research work covers the IMA implementation to some extent but no research
work undertook the IMA study for UAS comprehensively. The proposed UAS are of
small sizes mostly between 10 to 20 kilograms, classified as mini or micro UAS, having
a small range and loiter times with small avionics package requirement [KI13].
Moreover, they use network protocols like CAN bus which has limited data rates of the
order of 1 Mbps [La08], or Ethernet-based middleware which lacks determinism.
Research studies have also been conducted for modeling and simulating the AFDX
network. [JWR11] simulated and analyzed the real-time performance of the AFDX
network using OPNET. They have modeled the End System comprising of three
modules: data generation, data reception, and protocol module. They calculated and
analyzed the end-to-end delays but their study lacked jitter calculation. Similar work was
also undertaken by [SZA15] in which they investigated the effects of switching delays of
varying frame size on network performance. They also used OPNET for modeling the
AFDX network and added integrity and redundancy checking in the receiving part of the
End System. They used the simulation model on a case study presented in [La12] for
calculating end-to-end delays. However, their research work also did not include the
jitter experienced by the data packets in the network. [Do10] used Network Simulator
(NS 2) as a platform to simulate the AFDX network. They modeled the End System,
Switch, and protocol stack and calculated latency and jitter using the simulation.
However, the modeled End System only supports one Virtual Link. Another attempt on
the subject was undertaken by [FBP16] in which they extended the open-source
networking tool Net2Plan for the AFDX network which is also an open-source work.
They calculated the worst-case delay through the network calculus and trajectory
approach algorithm. The tool provides an excellent interface for rapidly modeling,
simulating, and analyzing an AFDX network. However, the tool tends to give a little
pessimistic result as compared with the result suggested by [So17].
This paper proposes an elaborate framework for conceptualizing avionics architecture
that is based on IMA using UAS as a test case. The framework encompasses both the
Operating System and communication layer aspects of the IMA architecture. Moreover,
we also extended the work on Net2Plan-AFDX by Fernandez et al by identifying the
source of pessimism and later on rectified it through algorithm modification.
Additionally, parameters like the Goodput and Throughput calculation were also
included in the software tool.

2

A Framework for the IMA based architecture

A stepwise approach has been adopted that follows a top-down model. The modules at
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the higher layer are agnostic of the details of lower-layer modules. As we go further and
deeper into the framework, the details related to the modules start to expand.
2.1

Top-level design

In top-level design, the whole avionics system is taken as a single system and then
divided into smaller subsystems. The subsystems‘ functionality is briefly elaborated and
their mutual interactions are described in this step. Moreover, avionics architecture and
configuration are finalized in this step.
Identification of avionics subsystems
The required avionics package is determined based on the role and task of the aircraft
and specifications demanded by the user. The avionics package is selected to achieve the
desired mission objectives. As a test case for the proposed UAS following avionics
systems have been identified:1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Communication System
Navigation System
Identification System
Vehicle Management System
Propulsion Management System
Flight Control System
Mission Management System

Identification of interface and interaction between subsystems
Modern avionics systems do not work in isolation; they interact with neighboring
avionics systems by exchanging data. It is this interaction and data exchange that results
in achieving far more functionalities than if the systems would have worked in isolation.
Here the type of data along with source and destination is determined to map the
interaction. Table 1 shows the data flow for some of the subsystems of UAS.
Source
Comm System
Navigation System

Destination
Flight Control System
Comm System

Vehicle Mgt System

Mission Mgt System

Mission Mgt System

Comm System

Description
Control Commands
Latitude, Longitude, Altitude, etc.
Status messages and Operating
Parameters (Hydraulic pressures,
electrical load, fuel status, etc.)
Payload Status, Targeting

Tab. 1: Interaction between subsystems of UAS

Architecture and configuration of the avionics system
Integrated Modular Avionics (IMA) has been adopted as avionics architecture for the
avionics suite of Unmanned Aerial System. For this purpose, systems have been divided
into three computing units and some distributed sensor units. Table 2 shows the
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distribution of systems into IMA partitions among these computing units.
Computing Unit
Nav Computer
Vehicle Mgt
Computer
Mission Mgt
Computer
Distributed Sensors

Partitions
Sensor Fusion, IFF, TCAS
FCS, Autopilot, Fuel, Electrical, Hydraulic, Propulsion, ECS,
VHMS
Targeting Pod, Data Link, Data Loader, Payload Management,
Data Storage
Air Data Sensors, TACAN, INS, Radio Altimeter, GPS, AHRS

Tab. 2: Avionics Systems Distribution among Computing Units for the UAS

2.2

Detail design

After going through requirement gathering, identification of specifications, and top-level
design, basic design architecture is available. This basic architecture is further elaborated
through the Detail design. Following are the major steps of detail design.
Identification of partition attributes
Partition attributes are dependent upon the processes within that partition. The individual
process periods and time capacities within a particular partition decide the Partition
Period and Partition Duration. Partition Duration is the time required by a partition for
the execution of all its processes which comes out to be the sum of time capacities of
processes. The Partition Period is the time after which that partition is scheduled again
which is the Greatest Common Divisor (GCD) of the periods of processes. Process
Period can be taken as the minimum time after which the process interacts with another
process of the same partition or sometimes with a process of another partition. The Time
Capacity of a process is determined by equation 1.
(1)
The number of Instructions is determined by the complexity of the process whereas
processor clock speed is determined by the selected processor. Clocks per Instruction
(CPI) are dependent upon the processor architecture, compiler, and the type of
instructions used by the application programmer [PH13]. Average CPI can be estimated
in the case of unavailability of the required data. An automated tool has been developed
in Microsoft Excel spreadsheet which requires inputs such as Process period, the number
of instructions required by the process, average CPI, and processor clock speed whereas
the outputs from this tool are Partition Period and Partition Execution time. Figure 1
shows the interface of the IMA Partition Automation Tool in which the required
partition comprises four processes.
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Fig. 1: IMA Partition Automation Tool

Using this Partitioning tool and the interaction between partitions from table 1, all the
required attributes of the UAS partitions from table 2 are calculated.
Communication architecture
Earlier avionics data networks were peer to peer like Tornado serial bus, then came
single source to multiple sinks like ARINC 429, then came multiple sources to multiple
sinks like ARINC 629 and MIL-STD 1553 (master-slave). A more recent advancement
to avionics data networks is Avionics Full Duplex Switched Ethernet (AFDX) based on
the ARINC 664 Part 7 [AF05]. Figure 2 shows the communication architecture for the
UAS.

Fig. 2: Communication architecture of the UAS
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Inter-partition interaction
Regardless of the communication scheme used, a few common parameters have to be
determined before designing any data network for the aircraft avionics system. These
basic parameters give an initial estimate of the requirements and suitability of the
intended scheme. These parameters include the size of the individual data packet and its
period which are then used to calculate the required bandwidth. This approach is used
for calculating the data rate requirement for all the partitions of UAS. Table 3 shows
inter-partition communication (IPC) of the UAS through the AFDX network for some
partitions.
Source
Sensor
Fusion
TCAS
Air
Data
FCS

Dest

Freq
(Hz)

BAG

Lmax

Lmax +
overhead

Data Rate
(Kbps)

VL
ID

FCS

62.5

0.016

200

267

130.37

1

Autopilot
Sensor
Fusion
Data
Storage

125

0.008

50

117

114.26

4

62.5

0.016

150

217

105.96

5

31.25

0.032

400

467

114.01

12

Data
Loader

FCS

31.25

0.032

50

117

28.56

28

INS

Sensor
Fusion

125

0.008

50

117

114.26

31

Air
Data
Sensor

Propulsion

62.5

0.016

150

217

105.96

40

HMS

Air Data
Sensor

15.625

0.064

25

92

11.23

41

Tab. 3: UAS IPC through AFDX Network

2.3

Analysis

IMA compliant RTOS provides an execution environment for the application software of
avionics subsystems whereas communication protocol provides a mechanism for data
sharing between these subsystems. Once the architectural design of the avionics system
has been finalized, it would be logical to analyze this design.
Real-Time Operating System attributes analysis
The Partition Periods and Partition Execution Times determine Minor Frame Period and
Major Frame Period which are then used for checking the validity of the intended
scheme. Minor Frame Period is the minimum Partition Period among all Partitions while
the Major Frame Period is the Least Common Multiple (LCM) of the Partition Periods.
For a valid Partition scheduling, the Execution Time of Partition should be less than the
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Minor Frame Period. Similarly, for complete module validity, the sum of all Partition
Execution Times should be less than the Minor Frame Period.
A Microsoft Excel-based “IMA Partition Analysis Tool” has been designed for
calculating Major and Minor Frame Periods. Additionally, Partitions are checked for
individual validity as well as combined validity. Partition Period and Partition Execution
Time are the input while the Minor Frame Period, Major Frame Period, and Percentage
of the processor used is output. Moreover, the tool also outputs the validity statuses of
the individual partitions and the whole module. Figure 3 shows the IMA Partition
Analysis Tool results of Mission Management Computer while Figure 4 shows the
scheduling details for the Mission Management Computer.

Fig. 3: IMA Partition Analysis Tool (Mission Management Computer)

Fig. 4: Partition Scheduling (Mission Management Computer)

Communication protocol analysis
In our proposed scheme, we have used AFDX as a data network which is further
analyzed based on performance parameters such as latency, jitter, Throughput, and
Goodput. Latency is one of the requirements of an avionics network that maximum end
to end delay remains within the bound. Network delay is dependent upon factors like
processing, queuing, transmission, and propagation delays. Jitter is another key
parameter that is associated with network performance. Jitter accounts for the variation
in the latency of data packets. For deterministic networks, the jitter must also be bounded
like latency. AFDX specifies the upper limit for jitter to be
(2)
(3)
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Here Nbw is the Network Bandwidth which is 100 Mbps for AFDX and L max is the size of
the maximum data packet of a particular Virtual Link (VL). Maximum jitter for AFDX
network must be less than the lower value of equations 2 and 3.
The Net2Plan-AFDX tool has been modified and extended for measuring and analyzing
these network performance parameters. The tool tends to give pessimistic results;
therefore it was modified to remove the source of pessimism. We have implemented
improved algorithms for the calculation of end to end delays and jitter using Network
Calculus and Trajectory Approach algorithms as well as incorporated goodput and
throughput calculations.
Modeling AFDX Network using Network Calculus and Trajectory Approach
In AFDX, Virtual Links (VLs) are used for transferring data packets from a single
source to single or multiple destinations. AFDX constraints the VLs with maximum
packet size Lmax and minimum transmission gap between data packets known as
Bandwidth Allocation Gap (BAG). These constraints enable AFDX VLs to be modeled
as a leaky bucket arrival curve α(
). A switch routing port can be modeled as rate
latency service curve β(r, T). Here r is the bandwidth of the link and T is the delay that
the switch induces while routing data packets.
While using the Trajectory approach, every intermediate switch is considered as a
network node. An inherent switching latency due to technological constraints is fixed at
16 μs [So17]. VL path of AFDX network is considered as a flow for Trajectory
approach. The processing delay of a single data packet is given by equation 4.
(4)
Net2Plan-AFDX
The Net2Plan-AFDX is an open-source tool developed for modeling and analyzing the
AFDX data network [FBP16]. It is developed by extending the Net2Plan which is
another open-source Java-based network analysis tool [PZ15]. Currently implemented
algorithms in Net2Plan-AFDX give pessimistic results as compared to other published
works [So17][Ch06]. Through a detailed analysis, it was observed that the algorithm
always add processing delay for an additional data packet for the second hop. The
algorithms for both Network Calculus and Trajectory Approach have been modified to
cater for requisite change. The modified algorithms also incorporated Pay Burst Only
Once (PBOO) which means that if one VL is competing for resources with another VL
in a network node then it will affect the latency only once. Figure 5 shows the pseudocode for Network Calculus and Trajectory Approach algorithms respectively. The
Net2Plan-AFDX-Extended version is used for analyzing and validating the InterPartition Communication of UAS.
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Fig. 5: Pseudo Code {Network Calculus (Left)} {Trajectory Approach (Right)}

Table 4 depicts a few of the resultant Link utilization in the UAS AFDX network. It can
be seen that the link between Switch_1 and Vehicle Management Computer has a
maximum Link utilization of 1.04% and a maximum number of VLs pass through this
link. No link utilization exceeds the maximum link capacity which is 100 Mbps.
Origin Node
Switch_2
AirDataSensor
Switch_1
Mission Comp
Switch_1
Navigation
Comp
Switch_2

Destination
Node
Switch_1
Switch_1
Vehicle Mgt
Comp
Switch_1
Mission Comp

Crossing
VLs
6
3

Capacity
(Mbps)
100
100

Occupancy
(Kbps)
423.5
349

Percent of
Occupancy
0.42
0.35

14

100

1039.5

1.04

10
14

100
100

636.75
1005.5

0.64
1.01

Switch_2

11

100

493.38

0.49

Navigation
Comp

7

100

507.88

0.51

Tab. 4: Link Utilization of UAS AFDX network

Figure 6 shows that the links which are handling more number of VLs have a higher
percentage of the Link utilization which is intuitive since more number of VLs means
more data traffic passing through that Link. However, there is no certain relationship
since different VLs can have different Lmax and BAG values which decide the data rate
of a VL. This effect can be seen in Link 8 and Link 9. Although, Link 8 has 11 VLs as
compared to Link 9 which has 7 VLs still Link 9 has higher Link utilization of 0.51% as
compared to Link 8 that has 0.49%.
Figure 7 and 8 depicts the comparison of latency and jitter respectively. The difference
of results for the case of Network Calculus and Trajectory Approach are so small that
they seem to overlap.
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Fig. 6: Effect of Number of VLs Crossings on Link Occupancy

Fig. 7: End to End Delays of UAS

Fig. 8: Jitter in UAS data network

Figure 9 shows the Throughput and Goodput comparison. The analysis reveals that
efficiency is greater for VLs with higher values of L max which is intuitive since protocol
overhead due to headers and Inter Frame Gap (IFG) remain constant for all VLs
irrespective of Lmax. Thus VLs with lower values of Lmax are affected more in terms of
Goodput.

Fig. 9: Throughput and Goodput Comparison of UAS
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Conclusion

This study presents a framework that would help implement and analyze an IMA
complaint avionics architecture. The Avionics package for a UAS is taken as a test case
for demonstrating the applicability of the proposed framework. We explored both RTOS
as well as communication layer aspects of the IMA architecture. This research work
elaborates on each step of the design process with the help of appropriate examples
where necessary. The main steps, Top Level Design and Detail Design are further
divided into sub-steps for segregating different aspects of the design process. The
division of the design process into sub-steps makes the flow more logical and
manageable. Figure 10 shows the complete design flow of the proposed IMA
framework.

Fig. 10: Proposed IMA Framework
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